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EFQM Excellence Model Embraces 
Developments In Business Management 

Welcome to the world of Excellence!  

Most of us are, in some way, engaged in promoting Excellence in our own activities and also in the activities of

others whom we are engaged with. The CII-EXIM Bank Business Excellence Award programme, which is based

on the EFQM Model of Excellence, is an effective mechanism to help CEOs and senior leadership of organizations

to plan, implement and evaluate the quality of ‘Management’ in their organizations, in a comprehensive and 

integrated manner.  

Many of you are active users of the Excellence Model in your organizations and also champion the Award

programme in your organizations. You may be aware that the EFQM Model of Excellence has undergone revisions

recently and has been published as EFQM Excellence Model 2010. Broadly speaking, there are revisions in all the

three major aspects of the Model, namely,         

a)  the Fundamental Concepts of Excellence, 

b)  the Criteria, Sub-Criteria and the Guidance Points, and 

c)  the Radar and Scoring. 

There are also some revisions in the Glossary of Terms used in the Model.  

Congratulations!!!

Mr C V Subrahmanyam, Principal Counsellor, CII Institute of Quality (second from 

left) with theparticipants of the three day EFQM Assessor Training(EAT) held during 

16 - 18 December 2009 in Brussels  



Some of you may recollect that, during the 17th Quality Summit, held during the 17th and 18th of December 2009,

there was a presentation made by Mr Pierre Cachet, Chief Executive Officer, EFQM, on the revisions to the

Excellence Model. During the ensuing  

Q & A session, there was an announcement that CII would be incorporating these revisions in the CII-EXIM Bank 

Award Programme, with immediate effect, i.e. 2010 itself.  

Excellence Model 2010 Revision Roll-out Plan

The transitioning to the 2010 version is planned to be rolled out in the following six steps.  

Step 1: UPGRADE PROGRAMME ON 2010 REVISIONS

CII Institute of Quality (CII-IQ) will be conducting “Upgrade Programme on 2010 Revisions”, as the first step 

towards disseminating information on the revisions. These programmes will be web-based and the programme 

material ‘audio-visual’ in nature. Participants will be required to register on-line for these programmes for which CII-

IQ will charge a nominal fee. The programme material will be made accessible to the registered participants,

through the web. The registered participant will also be invited to attend a one hour Webinar which will provide an

opportunity for interaction and for clarifying any ambiguity that he/she may have.  

Participation in the Upgrade Programme will be a pre-requisite to be chosen as an assessor for the 2010 Award 

Programme. Also, the Upgrade Programmes will not be conducted as In-company courses.  

CII-IQ will conduct the Upgrade programmes during February, March and April 2010. Please lookout for the

schedules in the website www.cii-iq.in 

Step 2: REFRESHER PROGRAMME FOR ASSESSORS

As is the practice every year, CII-IQ will be conducting the one-day “Refresher Training Programme” for the 

assessors of the Applications for the CII-EXIM Bank Award Programme 2010. These programmes, as in earlier

years, will be by Invitation only, and will be conducted in different parts of the country. This year’s Refresher

Training Programmes will focus on, among other topics, the assessment aspects of the 2010 revisions to the

Excellence Model.  

As mentioned earlier, participation in the Upgrade Programme will be a pre-requisite to be chosen as an assessor

for the 2010 Award programme and hence, to be invited to the Refresher Training programme.  

CII-IQ will conduct the Refresher Training programmes during April, May and June. We will be sending the Invites

for this programme, separately.  

Step 3: REFRESHER PROGRAMME FOR SENIOR ASSESSORS

There has been a long-felt need to equip the Senior Assessors with additional inputs so as to enable them to

effectively perform their role as the Assessment team leader, both within the team as well as with the Applicant

organisation. CII-IQ will be conducting a new two-day programme towards fulfilling this need. This programme will

also be by Invitation only, and will be conducted in different parts of the country.  

Needless to mention, participation in the Upgrade Programme will be a pre-requisite to be chosen as a Senior

Assessor for the 2010 Award programme and hence, to be invited to this Training programme.  

CII-IQ will conduct the Refresher Training programmes during May and June. We will be sending the Invites for

this programme, separately.



Step 4: FACILITATOR TRAINING PROGRAMME

CII-IQ will be conducting “Facilitator Training programme” to build implementation competencies and capacities

within organizations. This programme is for developing the internal pool of managers towards leading and

implementing management-level improvements in the organization, in a planned and structured manner. The

programme will also incorporate the 2010 revisions to the Excellence Model.  

The Facilitator Training programme will be offered both as ‘In-house as well as Open’ Programmes.  

CII-IQ will conduct the Facilitator Training programmes beginning June 2010. Please lookout for the schedules in

this website.  

Step 5: ASSESSOR TRAINING PROGRAMME

CII-IQ will also be conducting the “Assessor Training Programme” to build assessment competencies and

capacities among the senior managers of organizations. The programme will incorporate the 2010 revisions to the

Excellence Model.  

CII-IQ will conduct the Assessor Training programmes, both as ‘Open and In-house’ programmes, beginning June

2010. Please lookout for the schedules on this website.  

Step 6: IN-COMPANY COUNSELLING

CII-IQ counsellors will also be available to support organizations through in-house counselling, evolving

implementation roadmaps, providing hand-holding support and reviewing progress.  

For more details please contact n.deep@cii.in
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CII HONOURS GENTLE GIANT PROF TSUDA  

“THINK, THINK AND THINK MORE…”  

This is the first solemn mantra that venerated Japanese Management Guru Prof Yoshikazu Tsuda preaches

to bring about dramatic ‘top-bottom’ organisational change in any company.

Call it coercion or self-enthused, post-globalisation, India Inc’s industrial growth has been galloping at a speed that

no other developing nation can match. It is relentlessly pursuing the goal of achieving overall business and

manufacturing excellence by strongly embedding TQM tools so that organisational processes and systems are

comprehensively put in place to produce high-end zero-defect products and services. This is precisely what the

neo-economic scenario demands and propagates –Again call it cut-throat competition or simply that Indian

companies want to excel by showing they are second to none when it comes to rolling out class products and

services across sectors and domains. 

 And the end-results: Post-Quality Movement companies are reaping rich harvest as its overall performance has

moved several notches upward. 

Prof Y Tsuda was honoured by CII for his contribution to the Quality Movement in 

India.

Left to Right: Mr K N Shenoy, Chairman, CII Institute of Quality and Past President CII, 

Japanese Quality Management Guru Prof Yoshikazu Tsuda and Mr Venu Srinivasan, 

President, Confederation of Indian Industry at the felicitation and book releasing 

ceremony of Prof Tsuda's book titled ‘Total Quality Management : Learning from 

Professor Yoshikazu Tsuda’ at Bangalore on 4th March, 2010  



The one man who greatly assisted Indian industries to transform from just being ‘mere’ companies rolling out

‘some’ products and service to entities that are passionate about quality and customer satisfaction was none other

than venerated Japanese Quality Management Guru Prof Yoshikazu Tsuda. The seeds sowed in the quality

journey, two decades ago, through the cluster movement, are now bearing bountiful fruits.  

Cluster Movement

Prof. Tsuda, who introduced the concept of clustering in 

India, could assess the gaps and diagnose the level of 

understanding and the capability of action amongst the 

companies. He drew up a plan for companies to start the 

Cluster journey with a subject titled ‘exactness’ followed by 

Daily Work Management.  

Exactness of operations comes through exactness in man, 

method, material, machine and environment. These 

conditions must be exact enough to achieve daily targets in 

a consistent manner. Only then managements would have 

executed their responsibility to empower people to execute 

responsibility with a sense of accountability. The concept of 

Exactness thus leads the company to implement exactness 

at every step of the production process be it the machine, 

tools, quantity and quality of input material, operator 

movement or handling crisis. 

For his visionary contribution Prof Tsuda was 

felicitated by Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) on 

March 4th 2010 in Bangalore. Speaking after being 

honoured by CII, Prof Tsuda extolled Indian industry 

captains by saying that they have the right vision and 

are quick in adapting to emerging new business 

philosophies and technologies to stay on par with the 

global entities. He said: “Top Indian management has 

the right vision for the business and the Indian worker

is perfectly backing him to realize the potential by 

executing his task exceedingly well. The workforce is 

always open to suggestions and improvements which 

incidentally are very critical to stimulate a paradigm 

shift in the processes and systems 

Prof Tsuda’s Mantra 

for achieving success

Tap uniqueness of the company  

Reduce dependence on technology  

Create or expand market  

Optimally utilize Human Resources  

in any organization”. However, he sounded a word of caution on the performance of middle-level management. He

said: “There are performance gaps at the middle management level which needs immediate attention to push them

to perform at the optimal level. The production manager operates in a confined environment of rules and

regulations and is far too involved with their supervisory role.”

Over the past few decades, Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) has been actively working very closely  

with a number of institutions in Japan. In this backdrop, CII 

had the privilege of working with Prof Tsuda to introduce 

TQM to the Indian manufacturing companies, in particular, 

SMEs, through a very successful model of Cluster

Approach. Under his mentorship, CII set up two clusters of

about 20 vendor companies of Maruti Suzuki, to take them 

through the Quality journey. Through this unique 

programme, the companies developed a new area of

competence which has helped to expand the 

“I am very happy now. When I came to initiate

cluster activity, the meeting rooms at companies

had no air conditioning. But now the meeting rooms

are very comfortable with all facilities. This is one of

the indications that show drastic change in the

company functioning.” 

Prof Yoshikazu Tsuda

thinking of these companies to world class level. From amongst the 20 companies who participated in this unique

experiment, five have reached a level of becoming ‘Deming Prize’ winners. This has fostered the growth of a new

cadre of entrepreneurs in India. Prof Tsuda has played a mission critical role in shaping the Cluster concept

movement in India.  

Releasing the book titled ‘Total Quality Management:

Learning from Professor Yoshikazu Tsuda’ which basically

encapsulates Prof Tsuda’s experience with Indian

companies, CII President Mr. Venu Srinivasan said

“What TVS Group is today is entirely due to the 

significant contribution from Prof Tsuda”. 

Mr Venu Srinivasan, CII President

that the management guru’s contribution to India Inc has been immense. He further said that Prof Tsuda has

directly helped many a companies to dramatically change the very outlook of its functionality and inculcate an

element of fighting spirit to face razor-sharp global competition without compromising on the quality aspects. He



said: “What TVS Group is today is entirely due to the significant contribution from Prof Tsuda”. 

A significant phase of CII’s Quality movement was born in 1998 – “cluster movement” – where the SMEs in India 

adopted TQM techniques through an integrated approach

for becoming more efficient, through the pioneering and

highly effective Cluster Approach. Productivity, Quality,

Cost, Delivery performance, Safety and Employee

involvement started to get tracked and benchmarked

against the best in class.

“Toyota was considered as a quality leader. But 

now it is recalling its products. Similar has been the 

case with Maruti. It is time to ponder how to get the 

quality culture embedded firmly and does not get 

disturbed despite vagaries.”  

Mr K N Shenoy, CII-IQ Chairman

Chairman of CII-Institute of Quality, Mr. K N Shenoy,

addressing the select distinguished audience pointed out 

that clustering concept has helped umbrella companies to 

stay highly focused on quality without incurring much of a 

financial burden on them. However, in the backdrop of

recent bad experiences that a few companies like Toyota 

are facing, he sought Prof Tsuda’s help on “how to sustain 

TQM model so that India Inc is secured in the highly global 

cmpetitive world in the future”.  

Executive Director, Brakes India Limited, Foundry Division 

Mr. V Narasimhan, sharing his experience said that the 

Cluster concept has dramatically changed the base 

functionality of Indian company’s by completely re-

engineering their processes so that they meet the exact 

specification of the end-users. He pointed out that similar

has been the case with many Indian companies which  

Mr K N Shenoy, Chairman, CII Institute of Quality and 

Past President CII speaking at the function. Others on 

the dais from left : Prof Yoshikazu Tsuda, Mr Venu 

Srinivasan and Dr Sarita Nagpal, Deputy Director 

General, CII  

have quickly fused into the changing world dynamics without much of a hassle. Mr. V Narasimhan opined that as

compared to global giants, a few of the Indian companies literally match them with the same efficiency and class of

the product rolled out to the end-customer. He said: “Earlier what mattered most was quantity. But now we are

focusing on quality. That is a great transition”.

Former President Sundaram Clayton, Mr. C 

Narasimhan sharing his years of association with 

Prof Tsuda said that at the outset, the TQM model 

per se looks very simple as it covers precisely 

every aspect that is needed to build an excellent 

company but actually it is quite tough when it 

come to the actual brass-tacks. He said: 

“Integrating TQM in a company is not an easy 

 “It is here the sustainability of a company depends. We have 

started to not only take risks but also begun to reward 

performers. This not only builds a healthy competition among the 

workforce but also brings in a lot of autonomy which in turn 

promotes out of the box ideation in the company”.  

Mr V Narasimhan, ED, Brakes India Limited

task though it looks very simple. It takes years to 

standardize processes in any organization. All that 

a company needs is patience and one day it will 

pay rich dividends”.He also made an important 

observation that without the “total involvement of

employees, TQM is ineffective in 

“Analysis of customer complaints is an important tool to re-

engineer end product roll-out. Higher the level of customer 

satisfaction, higher is the brand equity gained for the company”.  

Mr C Narasimhan, Former President, Sundaram Clayton

any organization.”



Deputy Director General of CII Dr Sarita Nagpal, 

profoundly thanking Prof Tsuda for his yeoman 

service to Indian companies, said that both 

management and workers were amazed at the 

levels of improvement in operations, productivity 

and cost-efficiency that the seemingly simple and

clear directions he brought about through 

“Visible changes led to a new enthusiasm and eagerness in 

following the guidelines offered in the shared learning process. 

As we have observed, development of new products was also an 

integral part of Prof Tsuda’s game plan.” 

Dr Sarita Nagpal, Deputy Director General, CII

the path-breaking cluster movement.

Left to Right: Mr K N Shenoy, Chairman, CII Institute of Quality and Past President CII, 

Japanese Quality Management Guru Prof Yoshikazu Tsuda and Mr Venu Srinivasan, 

President, Confederation of Indian Industry after the book releasing ceremony of Prof 

Tsuda's book titled ‘Total Quality Management : Learning from Professor Yoshikazu 

Tsuda’  

She said: “The visible changes led to a new enthusiasm

and eagerness in following the guidelines offered in the

shared learning process. As we have observed,

development of new products was also an integral part of

Prof Tsuda’s game plan.” 

“Honouring Prof Tsuda is way of paying our Dakshina to 

Guru Prof Tsuda. We all are Shisyas of this great 

visionary”.  

Mr P Girish, Head CII-IQ
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CII’s Quality Movement 

CII’s “Quality Movement” can be divided into three phases. The first phase, from 1982 to 1988, may be considered

as the “stage of initiation”, wherein a national platform of Quality was established by CII, with the composition of 20

CEOs under the chairmanship of Dr V Krishnamurthy, the current Chairman of the National Manufacturing

Competitiveness Council (NMCC). The second phase was of ‘continuous improvement’ from 1988 to 1998, when

the individual companies made improvements in their operations, through Quality, and set an example for others to

follow.  

The third and significant phase on CII’s Quality movement was born in 1998 – “cluster movement” – where the

SMEs in India adopted TQM techniques through an integrated approach for becoming more efficient. Productivity,

Quality, Cost, Delivery performance, Safety and Employee involvement started to get tracked and benchmarked

against the best in class. 

Indian industry’s interest in TQM came about by years of selfless contribution of one Japanese guru – Professor

Yoshikazu Tsuda. CII had the privilege of working with him to introduce TQM to the Indian manufacturing

companies, in particular, SMEs, through a very successful model of Cluster Approach. With the help of Prof.Tsuda,

CII set up two clusters, of about 20 vendor companies of Maruti Suzuki, to take them through the Quality journey.

Through this unique programme, the companies developed a new area of competence which has helped to

expand the thinking of these companies to world class level. From amongst 20 companies who participated in this

unique experiment, at least five have reached a level of becoming Deming Prize winners.  In particular, the

knowledge of practicing TQM has come to Indian industry due to the single most contribution of this individual –

Prof Yoshikazu Tsuda. 

The learnings from Prof.Tsuda’s work with these companies are captured by CII in the form of a book and it would

be the privilege and honour of CII to publish the learnings for the benefit of Indian industry.  

<<Back



2009 TPM AWARDS 
India Inc Inches towards Business Excellence  

Nine winners of the most prestigious Total Plant Maintenance Award catapult India Inc to the next level of 

Organisational Excellence

Post perestroika (liberalization) and glasnost (openness), India has witnessed a sea-change in the way the

manufacturing industry has evolved over the last 20 years. Some were forced to take the re-engineering route

midway while some ab initio took to quality benchmarking as their forte. On the whole the journey towards

manufacturing Excellence has already begun with many companies actively adopting several management tools

like TPM, TQM, Lean, Six Sigma, Kaizen, ISO and other certifications and accreditations to completely re-engineer

processes from within and outside. These management tools basically help in streamlining systems and integrating

standard procedures to improve and reduce variations so as to produce zero-defect products and services. Tota

Plant Maintenance (TPM) has evolved as a front runner among India Inc. as the manufacturing sector has gained

enormously applying this tool effectively in their systems. 

To further substantiate this point, nine top Indian manufacturing companies bagged the most prestigious Japan

Institute of Plant Maintenance (JIPM) Awards for integrating Total Plant Maintenance (TPM) practices into their

manufacturing processes for the year 2009. What is more encouraging is that out of the nine companies five

were entirely supported and guided by the counsellors from CII-TPM Club India through training,

consulting and specialised visits. This basically indicates the maturity and expertise on TPM that the Indian

counsellors have attained over the last few years of association with Japanese partners –JIPM and JIPMS.  

Winners of 2009 Award 



Established in 1964, with the purpose of encouraging excellence in manufacturing industry, the TPM Awards has

now turned into one of the most sought after recognitions among India Inc. as it basically indicates that the said

company has a certain International benchmark which acts as brand equity factor that can be capitalized to

improve bottomline. TPM which was initiated as a manufacturing process improvement methodology encompasses

the entire company from the shop floor to the executive boardroom, creating a true company-wide commitment to 

manufacturing excellence. With these nine new additions, in all 111 Indian Companies have so far bagged this

most high-ranking recognition with 161 awards brought to India by them. India now adorns the number two position

in the awards tally just next to the pioneer of TPM concept –Japan.  

The nine companies that have taken India to the next level of Manufacturing Excellence include Aqua Group,

Chennai Petroleum Corporation Limited-CBR, Hi-Tech Gears Ltd (Group), Indian Oil Corporation Limited –

Guwahati Refinery, J K Paper Limited-Jayakapur, J K Paper Limited-CPM, PepsiCo India Holdings Private Limited,

Frito Lay Division-Kolkata, Sundaram-Clayton Limited, Padi Plant and Tata Steel Processing and Distribution

Limited –HR & CR Plant, Jamshedpur. The three domain experts of TPM Club India –Mr. Mahendra Prasad, Mr.

Samir Adhikari and Mr. S Narasimhan were responsible for the complete re-engineering procedure in the five 

companies that have moved India’s image a few notches above in their journey of pursuing Business and

Manufacturing Excellence. These highly coveted Awards will be presented on 11th March 2010 in Kyoto-Japan.

Chairman of TPM Club India and Managing Director of Brakes India Mr. V. Narasimhan said that considering the

rigorous and meticulous assessment process that this Award demands, it is no mean an achievement for India as

quality manufacturing movement per se is yet to percolate down to all companies. He said: “An internal study 

conducted by CII-IQ indicates that companies which incorporated TPM tools into their systems have showed

marked improvement in pruning costs enormously by streamlining various processes and one company even

reported 8-fold savings. This is no mean an achievement as companies in the new business environment are

threading on razor-sharp competition and wafer-thin margins.” 



Typically companies that have incorporated TPM into their processes show marked improvement in increased

turnover in sales, drastic reduction in inventories, optimal utilization of equipment, huge cut down in break-down 

hours, better management of man hours, delivery, safety and many other measurable reformations.  This apart

from reaping a rich harvest of intangibles benefits like enhancing employee moral, improving working conditions,

emphasizing on more visual management and providing safer working environs. To cite an example Pepsico India

invested Rs 5 millions in TPM tools and reaped a mindboggling Rs 43 millions as savings –a 8-fold increase in 

savings. Similarly has been the case with IOC - Panipat Refinery which has yielded huge savings on account of

integrating TPM into its system in just a few years. Likewise the Overall utilization of equipment (OEE) and its

effectiveness jumped from 15 to 25 percent over the existing values in almost all the companies that adopted TPM

tools. Like in the Banking system where Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) and the percent of Non-Performing Assets

(NPAs) illustrate the exact health of the financial institution, the utilization of OEE is one of the important

parameters for the manufacturing industry to indicate how pink the health of the company is. 

Earlier the TPM movement was mainly restricted to the large scale industry. But over the last few years as global

competitiveness is also touching base with SMEs and PSUs, TPM tools are being effectively adopted by this

sector of economy as well. Head of TPM Club India and Principal Counsellor at CII-IQ Mr. Rajesh Parim says that

this is a welcome sign as sizable number of companies fall under this category and forms the back bone of the

Indian industry. He said: “This development shows that TPM is now percolating down to medium scale companies

and PSUs which are reaping tangible and intangible benefits. This phenomenon will disprove the myth that TPM is

restricted to large scale industries alone.”  Another important development is that over the last few years Process

Industries have also shown keen interest in adopting TPM implementation. 



Meanwhile, this prestigious Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance (JIPM) Awards for integrating Total Plant

Maintenance (TPM) honour has driven India Inc. to a new plateau and will coerce other companies across the

board to strive harder to achieve manufacturing excellence in anything that it rolls out to the end customers. 

Journey of TPM in India 

India’s tryst with Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) began in mid 1991 when the highly ‘protected economy’ 

suddenly opened up its shielded barriers to global competition. But the real push came in 1998 when Japan 

Institute of Plant Maintenance (JIPM) and Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) joined hands to proactively 

promote TPM across the board in India. Nearly two decades after, TPM movement has made deep inroads into 

corporate India. It has been embraced by Indian companies to effect radical transformation in the working 

parameters. What is a matter of pride is that TPM is now being tried beyond the traditional manufacturing base 

into sectors like service and process industries.  

To touch a bit on the background, TPM as a concept gained popularity when the whole world was scouting for 

new management techniques to improve. At that time they noticed the phenomenal rise in the Japanese 

manufacturing industry. When probed, they stumbled upon the successful implementation of TPM. Since TPM 

techniques were new, they experimented with the tools and as tangible and intangible benefits were huge, it 

quickly got adopted by these nations. Several global companies like Unilever, Arcelor, Tetra Pak, etc. have 

achieved phenomenal results by adopting TPM benchmarking tools adding billions of dollars to their bottomline. 

Back home in India- TVS Group, Birla’s, Tata’s, Mahindra’s, TTK LIG, Hindustan Levers to name a few, were 

the early birds to see phenomenal success by incorporating TPM principles into their stream.  

Over the last decade, the TPM India Club has facilitated the implementation of TPM in several companies in 

India. Over the years companies that have adopted TPM have delivered remarkable results with respect to 

implementing of best practices, reduction in equipment breakdown, improvement in equipment reliability and 

productivity, reduction on overall manufacturing costs, drastic pruning of defective products, saving on 

manufacturing time and inventory size, maintenance of safety, environment protection and improvement in 

employee’s overall morale. Globalization, like no other force in the past, is challenging the old order, making 

organizations, and countries, look inward and make radical shifts in approaches so as to survive and prosper. 



Intangible Paybacks accrued through TPM 

Implementation

Pinning down variance/deviation easier now  

Awareness towards cleaner and more 

structured work station  

Moral high due to excellent working 

conditions  

Easier working because of better visual 

management  

Increased sense of ownership  

Enhancement of knowledge and skill sets  

Improved level of communication  

Safer working environs  

Tangible Paybacks accrued through TPM 

Implementation

Increased turnover in sales  

Complete reduction in inventories  

Optimal utilization of equipment  

Huge cut down in break-down hours  

Better management of man hours  

Increased technical capability

High delivery time  

Elimination of hidden loss  
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CII’s new directions in area of Food Safety & Quality
Awareness Campaigns, Reward & Recognition Process on the anvil

The Expert Group on Food Safety & Quality of the Confederation of Indian Industry - Institute of Quality in its first 

meeting for the year 2010 on 19 January, under the Chairmanship of Mr. Uttam Chatterjee, set new directions in

the area of Food Safety and Quality. 

Mr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Joint Secretary, Ministry of 

Food Processing Industries, Govt. of India as the 

Chief Guest addressed the group as well as 

 released the CII publication  “Compendium : 

World Food Day - Pan India Celebrations, Food 

Safety & Quality for All, 16 October, 2009” which 

documented the celebrations across 36 cities and 

touched over 65,000 citizens ! 

 Mr. Rao also informed the group about the main 

focus areas of the Ministry of Food Processing 

Industries in the area of Food Safety & Quality for 

the year 2010 based on which the Expert Group 

identified the thrust areas of 2010, to be reviewed 

every quarter, as Food Safety Awareness 

Campaigns and instituting a Reward & Recognition 

Process for the Food Sector Industries.  

The Expert Group comprising of Technical Experts 

from companies like Hindustan Unilever Limited, 

Coca Cola, Britannia, GlaxoSmithKline, DS Group, Abdulla Foods Limited, Aditya Birla Retail, Bharti DelMonte, 

Dominos Pizza, Solae Company, Tata Tea Limited and others reviewed the initiatives undertaken during 2009  and

“Brain Stormed” over the Work Plan for the year 2010. 

CII-IQ’s 2009’s significant and successful contributions, under the guidance of the Expert Group included First

Food Cluster getting ISO 22000 certification, First Capability Building Programme on Food Safety & Quality for

Noon meal organizers in Tamilnadu, Pan India Celebrations on World Food Day and  4th.Food Safety & Quality

Summit. These initiatives generated greater awareness amongst the masses with essential Capability Building in

the Food Sector. 

For more details please contact Dr Indrani Ghose, Principal Counsellor, CII-IQ at indrani.ghose@cii.in

Release of the “Compendium : World Food Day - Pan India 

Celebrations, Food Safety & Quality for All, 16 October, 2009”. 

From left,  Dr Indrani Ghose, Principal Counsellor, CII-IQ, Mr 

Uttam Chatterjee, Chairman, CII Expert Group on Food Safety 

& Quality and Mr. K. Rajeswara Rao, Joint Secretary, Ministry of 

Food Processing Industries, Govt. of India

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Food Safety & Quality Capability building among Agartala Street Food Vendors

In order to ensure economic sustainability and betterment of the livelihood of street food vendors on the one hand 

and to ensure safe & hygienic food to the consumers on the other, the Ministry of Food Processing Industries 

(MoFPI) has formulated the Scheme of “Upgradation of Quality of Street Food”. The scheme has two components 

a) Safe Food Towns  

b) Upgradation/ Establishment of Food-Street in cities of tourist importance  

The objective of “Safe Food Towns” project is to 

Provide an identity to the downtrodden street food 

vendors in the unorganized sector and bring them to 

the national mainstream  

Provide economic sustainability to the street food 

vendors  

Upgrade quality and safety of 

processed/unprocessed street food  

Improve the hygienic standards of street food  

Promote clean, safe and good sanitary food service 

at affordable rates in urban areas  

The Food Safety & Quality team of CII Institute of Quality 

had worked closely with MoFPI in formulating the scheme 

including baseline survey, comprehensive plan and 14 Point 

Check on Food Safety for Street Vended Food. 

In connection with the implementation of “Safe Food Town 

Project “, Agartala Municipal Council (AMC) convened a 

meeting  in December at  Agartala where CII was invited as 

a special guest to deliver a lecture on Food Safety & Quality 

upgradation of Street Food. The meeting was chaired by Mr 

Mr K Debnath, Counsellor, CII-IQ making the presentation

Food Safety Awareness Campaign, Kidex, Kolkata

CII-ER organised Kidex, a three-day carnival and 

exhibition, for school-going children at Nicco 

Park ,Kolkata from December 31 to January 3. Food 

Safety Awareness Session through an oral Presentation 

was conducted by CII–IQ. There was a display of CII-

IRCTC Food Safety Posters and distribution of  Food 

Safety Booklets /Reading material to create widespread 

dissemination of Food Safety & Quality among school 

children. An on- site ‘Written Quiz Competition’ on an 



Shankar Das, Chairman, AMC and presided by Mr Kiran 

Gitte, CEO, AMC. Others members and stakeholders who 

attended the meeting were SP Traffic Police, Agartala, SP 

West Agartala , Heath officers &  Executives of AMC , CTC 

of AMC and Chetana, a local NGO. 

Mr Gitte briefed that Chetana, who had been engaged to do the baseline survey of all unorganised Food Vendors 

had almost completed the project which would be shortly submitted to MoFPI. 

CII-IQ, while presenting an overview of the MoFPI Street Food project, proposed an implementation strategy to 

AMC. While AMC would look into the proposal, Mr Gitte requested CII-IQ in the interim to train some identified 

trainers on Food Safety & Quality.  

For more information on this project please contact Mr K Debnath, Counsellor, CII-IQ at  k.debnath@cii.in

Open Air Stage was one of the attraction among 

children. 

Seen above Dr Indrani Ghose, Principal Counsellor 

conducting a Quiz Competition on Food Safety at Kidex 
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REGIONAL SUMMIT ON QUALITY IN EDUCATION 

“QUALITY LEADERSHIP FOR FUTURE CAMPUSES” 

COIMBATORE, 29-30 JANUARY 2010 

EMPOWERING THE PHOENIX CALLED EDUCATION!
Educationists call for a quick and seamless transformation in the education sector if India has to compete 

and position itself as a ‘global player’ by 2020

Summit overview 

With access to schools and colleges now slowly easing up across India, there is a silent transformation happening

in education sector in the country. Both government and private players are contributing to this huge makeover by

increasing the count of educational institutions rapidly. During the five year period (2002-2007) there has been a

40 percent increase in setting up of primary schools which educationist feel is no mean an achievment for a nation

like India as literacy rates are still a major concern in many states. According to District Information System for

Education (DISE), the enrolment both at the primary and upper primary level of education increased significantly

from 101 million in 2002 to 131 million in 2007.  The number of universities in the country has increased from 20 in

1947 to nearly 400 and with a student reach of 14 million, whereas the number of colleges, which were no more

than 500 on the eve of Independence has gone up to 18,000+. Phoenix  

In the last decade or so this mission critical sector has been showing unstoppable buoyancy thereby creating

challenges in many areas of managing the institution –Prominent concern being the leadership role in the 

institution. As Indian education now stands at the crossroads of reaching the pinnacle of excellence, the grooming

of quality leaders becomes imperative. The onus now lies on creating neo-age leaders who are adept and attuned

to the fast changing needs in the education system.  

Delegates attending the Exhibition



Summit’s objective

In this backdrop, CII-Institute of Quality organised its annual two-day Regional Summit on Quality in Education in 

Coimbatore starting from 29th January this year. The theme –“Quality Leadership for Future Campuses”

focused on the imperatives of grooming high-end leaders to manage and take on the emerging challenges head-

on in the education sector. Over 250 delegates from various parts of the country including top educationist, domain

experts and corporate heads, institution managers, administrators, principals, headmasters, senior faculties and

other senior administrative personnel managing this mission critical sector shared their concepts and perspectives

on varied present-day issues affecting Indian education sector. As contemporary topics were discussed

threadbare, the delegates hugely benefited from the two-day brain storming sessions  

Today's Education leaders have a position of great responsibilities that can include setting educational standards,

goals, policies, developing academic programmes and staff supervision as the new-age education system

demands much more than just teaching-learning format. All the stakeholders are now looking way beyond the

conventional jigsaw. The aspirations are now on providing and receiving wholistic education. On part of the

students, the schools are now looking at equipping them with a wealth of information and value systems so that

they can face the world with confidence. On part of other stakeholders’ remuneration, work satisfaction,

opportunities are being looked as prime driving aspects which will help the institution grow in line with its vision i.e.

effective management of both –administration and academics simultaneously. For all these gaps to be interfaced

on a more holistically scale, what matters is the quality leadership.  

Inaugural observations

Coimbatore Corporation Commissioner Mr. Anshul Mishra in his inaugural address expressed concern at the lack

of adequate attention given to primary education. He said that it will affect the quality of education at the higher

levels too. Mr. Mishra said that as far as the industry and infrastructure needs were concerned, lot of planning goes

in and resources are generated, but primary education remains a neglected sector. He felt that the yarning gap of

planning and integration of technology should be accorded utmost priority if primary level education has to see

some element of quality. Mr. Mishra asked the government and NGOs to join hands and bring not only quantitative

but also qualitative changes in the primary education perspective. He commended some of the Corporation

Schools which incorporated CII-IQ Education Excellence School Model and brought quality changes in the

teaching and learning practices. As a parting remark Mr. Mishra felt that there is an urgent need to bring in

professionalism at grassroots so that quality education imparted right at the base level. “Work ethics, 

professionalism and integrity are the strength of the West which is lacking back home” he said. 

Plenary Sessions

Initiating the session titled ‘Leadership in Educational Institutions: The Changing Paradigms’ Former Dean of

Indian School of Business Dr. M Rammohan Rao said grooming quality leaders who understand various

stakeholders’ needs and that too within their institution’s swathe is very crucial. He said: “Elements like

competencies, emotional Intelligence, management Institutions to name a few are very fundamental to build world

class Institutions.  A leader should not command and control but has to lead the team with trust, persuasion and

setting an example.” 



With reforms process gaining steam in the last two decades, the government allowed massive capacity creation in

the education sector without stressing on the fact that leadership is a very vital link for the growth of educational

institutions. Experts advocated that the ‘Leadership’ aspect should form the focus and basis of all discussions now

as “without a proper anchor (leadership) excellence in Primary/Secondary/Higher education sectors will continue to

languish on the peripheral without actually entering into the campus.”  

Adding his inputs on the importance of Leadership in a school CEO of iDiscovery Education Mr. Ashish Rajpal said

that considering the aspiration of students who are increasingly aligning themselves to global standards there is an

immediate need for high-end professional who posses the required “pedigree and passion” to support them to the

fullest potential. 

Making his observation on the topic ‘Promoting Leadership through Policies’, CEO of Velammal Educational

Trust Mr. Velmurugan MVM said: “Leadership plays a key role in improving outcomes by influencing the

motivations and capacities of colleagues, working environment and contemporary society expectations of the

schools.” 

There are several barbs affecting the smooth growth of the education sector in India. Aspects like funding to the

universities are inadequate, irregular and rigid. The delay in getting approvals and equity constraints imposed to

raise student fees are other disturbing aspects. Dr C. Swaminathan says that to solve this highly bugging issue

requested industry captains to emulate the Western model of creating endowments, sponsorships, etc. This he

said would reduce the dependence on the resources of the government. “The public –private partnership model

which is very popular now in infrastructure sector projects could be replicated in the education sector too”, he felt. 

Managing Trustee - RVS Educational Institutions, Mr. Senthil Ganesh sharing his thoughts on the theme:

‘Empowering Leaders through Technology’ said: “Teachings can be measured by Examination Results and 

Students Feedback. The scholarly activities can be gauged by the number of presentation in conferences,

publication in Journals, publishing books and consultancy while professional responsibilities can be reviewed by

contribution to department goals and contribution to Institution.” Echoing the same sentiments Senior Consultant at 

JIL Information Technology Limited Mr. Deepak B V said that the key forte of education leadership lies in how

quick they initiate decision which is entirely based on facts, figures and data to strengthen his thought process. Mr.

Deepak feels that “the new age education system demands much more than just teaching and learning process. In

Mr Anshul Mehta, Commissioner,Coimbatore Corporation being welcomed  

by Dr Senthil Kumaran 



addition to inter-linking of various processes the key factor is integration of technology which will increase the

effectiveness and efficiency of future campuses.” 

Worldwide experience indicates that capacity creation and Quality leadership, happening in tandem, will serve the

best interest of the nation much better than moving individually. Vice Chancellor of Bharathiar University Dr. C.

Swaminathan addressing the session titled ‘Promoting Leadership through Policies’ said that despite a healthy

education scenario in the country, India educates just over 10 per cent of its young people in higher education as

compared with more than half in the major industrialized countries and 15 per cent in China. He said: “At present,

the world-class institutions are mainly limited to the IITs, the IIMs and perhaps a few others such as the All India

Institute of Medical Sciences and the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. These institutions, combined

together, enroll less than one per cent of the student population.”  

He is of the opinion that three aspects –access, equity and quality are prime driving factors responsible for poor

quality of education in the higher education. “It would be not incorrect to claim that so far the emphasis has

overwhelmingly been on access, with equity becoming a second important concern during the last two decades.

Quality as a characteristic feature of higher education, except in a few select institutions, has been relegated to the

margins” he said.  

Despite negatives weighing down the education scenario, the silver lining holding this sector has been the increase

in the growth of distance and open learning. This development undoubtedly has widened access to higher

education and reduced inequity concerns. According to experts what is a major cause for concern is that that the

quality of distance learning programmes is not meeting the quality standards as it suffers from segmented learning

devoid of a holistic approach to knowledge. 

Speaking on the planetary session titled ‘Models for Bridging the Leadership Gap’ Principal - TI School Ms.

Sheela Raghavan said: “Education excellence models are now imperative all educational institution if it really

means providing quality education to students. Empowerment of the head, System driven approach,

Documentation for posterity, Man hours spent in documentation serve as platform for further development and

Clarity in demands. Every educational centre should adopt a model as it builds a structural frame to work on a

shared vision, help Streamline systems and process, create clarity in roles and responsibilities, use resources

optimally and foster periodic assessments and reviews.” While Prof. Anand Samuel, Pro Vice Chancellor - Vellore 

Institute of Technology pointed out that: “There are several stakeholders directly involved in the educational

institutions like Students, parents, faculty, society, employers, funding agencies and government. Each one of

them has their own priorities and preferences which need to be addressed by the leadership managing the

institution. Unless there is a focused vision with a strategic plan in place and responsibilities clearly defined and

delegated, fulfilling the needs of all stakeholders will be a difficult proposition.”   

Multiplicity of regulatory agencies is yet another hurdle in the higher education system which was echoed by many

experts at the Regional Summit. As of now there are 13 regulatory agencies like the UGC, AICTE, Medical

Council, Pharmacy council, Nursing Council, NCTE etc. besides the state government’s higher education 

departments. Domain experts feel that “all of us are aware that any over-regulated system stifles innovation and

creativity and increases inefficiency. In the same way, any under-regulated system encourages exploitation and

leads to erosion of social justice. A complete revamping is necessary in the regulatory system.” In this direction, 

they suggested that Yash Pal Committee’s recommendation to form the National Commission for Higher Education

and Research (NCHER) subsuming all the existing authorities is a welcome recommendation. Speaking on the

subject ‘Approaches to Quality Leadership’ Former Director - IIT (Madras) Mr. R Natarajan said:  “Effectiveness; 

efficiency, quality, feel-good factors, reputation, brand equity and leadership are quintessential parameters that the

stakeholders look for before getting associated with the educational institutions.”  

Sharing his thoughts at the same session Senior Principal and MD of St. John’s International Residential School Dr

R Kishore Kumar pointed out that “educational institutions should invest on teachers so that they can be developed

to be leaders of tomorrow.” He said that it could be done through “training, deputing them to conferencing and



networking”. 

During valedictory session addressing the distinguished audience Vice Chairman & President Xavier Institute of

Management & Entrepreneurship Prof J Philip said that promoting work place culture was very important for any

organization/institution  to grow to optimal level and also realize the potential of all the stakeholders Sharing his

vast experience since he was part of the service industry, public sector and B-Schools Prof J Philip said: “We need 

to develop a culture for any workplace to bring about any critical change irrespective of being a government or

private institutions he recommended 2 S model (Structure & Strategy), which emphasis on good structure with a

clear strategy. A good cultural ethos literally shapes the organisation to be a responsible and a citizen-centric 

centre which is what the neo India demands.” 

Experiences at the Summit

Several experts said that changes in the educational sector have to be effected quickly and seamlessly in the next

15 years if India has to compete and position itself as a “global player”. Leaders in the education sector have a 

very difficult but an ‘achievable’ task of preparing over 700 million globally employable workforce, comprising 200

million university graduates and 500 million vocation-trained people in the next few years. While the world 

economies begin to ‘age’ India will be the only country that will have a whopping 40 percent young population in

the next decade. Considering this demographic state which perfectly jells with the ‘emerging super power status’, it

is the opportune time to utilise the huge human resource capital to the advantage of the economy. 

Concluding observations…

In addition to the knowledge sharing and huge takeaways from various sessions on how to develop quality

leadership for future campuses, participants got a hands-on-experience on various technological innovations and

teaching aids at the 10 stalls which were set up at an exclusive exhibition hall near the convention centre.  

Overall the two-day Regional Summit literally triggered and created a lot of curiosity in the education sector to

address the issue of ‘Quality Leadership for Future Campuses. The deliberations has provided enough

motivation in equal measures for the government, educationists, administrators and all others concerned who are

managing the education sector and see that no citizen is left out of the ambit of education due to leadership

paucity.

Mr Anshul Mehta delivering his inaugural address at the Summit 
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Oman Education Delegation in India
In Pursuit Of Education Excellence  

CII-IQ conducts its first ever programme on TQM in Education for Ministry of Education – Oman. With this 

foray CII-IQ’s education team sets its footprint into International arena to promote School Excellence 

Model 

Education is one field that almost all nations irrespective of its ideology or cultural diversity that it practices, will

always strive for achieving excellence. Since this is the sector which literally shapes or mars the prospect of the

nation’s status in the world economy, Education is accorded number one priority by top mandarins governing the

nation. As in India which has embarked on a journey to achieve 100 percent ‘operational’ literacy by promoting 

various projects and programmes across the board, the same is now being initiated by the Sultanate of Oman as

well.  

In this backdrop, a five-member core committee team representing Minister of Education in the Sultanate of Oman

was on a six-day mission to India to experience and explore various Education Excellence Models starting from 8th

February 2010. The Director of Quality in the MOE Mr. Waleed Talib Abdullah Al-Hashmi along with his four

Regional level top officials visited CII Institute of Quality-Bangalore to understand how the Institute has 

implemented CII-IQ School Excellence Model in various government and private schools across India and take

learnings.  

Background

Over the last six years, on the specific instructions from His Excellency Sultanate of Oman, Sultan Qaboos the

Ministry of Education has been striving hard to bring about a qualitative change in the way education is imparted in

their over 1,000 schools across the tiny middle East nation. Since, Oman is also considered to be progressive

nation and His Majesty himself is personally involved in bringing about a dramatic and radical change in education

sector, the core team is visiting various nations so as to adopt an appropriate model that suits the needs and

expectations of the student community in Oman.  The Head of Oman delegation Dr Maryam Mohammed Bal Arab

Al Nabhani said: “As far as quantity is concerned we have achieved the set target. The priority for Oman now is to

see how the element of quality can be ingrained in the education system keeping in mind the changing global

scenario.” Prior to touring Bangalore, the team visited Singapore, UK, Malaysia and other nations to zero on a one-

stop model that will take Oman to next level of progression in the field of education and also “keep up with the

pace of external and internal changes and challenges”.  

In 1970, there were only three schools in Oman, with 30 teachers and just over 900 pupils. But today Oman is

home for over 1000 schools with more than six-lakh student base. Through Five Year Development Plans, Oman

is implementing a phased improvement in education. The journey of development began with the basic emphasis

on ‘quantity’ of students attending the schools. But now the nation is focusing on qualitative issues in which the key

focus is on achieving and sustaining high quality education to its entire student base. It wants to focus more on

mathematics, sciences and environmental geography, in line with present-day international educational trends. 

Oman has invited the private sector to establish universities, colleges and institutes, supervised by the Ministry of

Higher Education. As part of a nationwide scheme to eradicate illiteracy in the Sultanate, the Ministry of Education



has introduced a number of adult literacy programmes, including the ‘educated village’ project. 

Exclusive Education programme

Keeping in mind the specific needs of the Ministry of Education-Oman, the six-day programme on TQM in 

Education was designed exclusively by CII-IQ to cater to their expectations. Head of CII-IQ Mr. P Girish formally 

welcomed the Oman delegation and briefed about the slew of activities that this Centre of Excellence has been

doing over the last one decade. Mr. Girish while running them through the TQM topics mentioned that education

sector should be accorded top priority as the development of the nation solely rests on this mission critical sector

as is the case with India. He said: “The higher the literacy levels, the higher are the demand for quality products

and services. This way the nation builds brand equity with the external world.” He also felt that “once the thought of

global competitiveness gets into the system, automatically the path towards achieving the same will become easy”. 

Since Oman is on a mission to improve the quality of education, Mr. Girish assured that all possible help will be

extended to the MOE to realize the dream of His Excellency Sultan Quboos in his journey towards providing high-

end education to all Omani children.  

Dr.  Maryam Mohammed Bal Arab Al Nabhani informed that a Policy Committee has been formed to recommend a

uniform policy initiative and bring dramatic and radical change in the way learning-teaching process is shaped in

the education sector. She also felt that the rapid advancement in knowledge and technology is coercing Oman to

keep pace with the global requirement hence; there is an urgent need to develop an education system in Oman to

be able to deal with these external challenges.  Ms. Zakia Said Hashim Al Ghafri core member at the Directorate

General for Human Resources and Staff Development (MOE) said that they are slowly moving towards integrating

a few quality tools. One such important change they adopt recently is that circular or information sharing within

departments and among teachers is now entirely through e-mails. She said that any communication is invalid if it

does not come through e-mail.  

Mr. Waleed also informed that as a policy initiative they are looking at a crystal clear roadmap ahead for this

crucial sector. He said that Oman’s geography is varied and the needs of its people are also varied from one area

to another. Consequently, providing education to all who need it is really challenging. Senior Counsellor at CII-IQ

Dr A. Senthil Kumaran who anchored the exclusive programme explained how the 3S Model –Strategy, Structure

and System is imperative for any educational institution or an organisation to bring about basic change in the way

they manage their domain.  

Delegation members with  the CII-IQ team



Takeaway for Oman team

The team’s visit to CII-IQ sought to identify issues that need immediate solutions in the Ministry of Education in

Oman as it plans to expand and improve its education system. The team specifically focused on how to re-work 

and integrate systems and processes so as to upgrade the quality of education, explore different

Approaches/Excellence models to manage change in education, learn about TQM application in the Education

sector and look also for a customized model for implementing TQM among other mission critical paradigms

concerning the overall improvement of education in Oman. An internal study conducted by MOE listed that several

deciding factors like centralization, weak communication, insufficient management support, weak teamwork,

motivation and faulty planning to name a few as missing links to get education to a certain level of quality

benchmarking. The team was expressly concerned about these issues and wanted concrete and one-stop

solutions for all these mission critical challenges so the pace of Education Movement is accelerated in Oman which

incidentally is also the prime aspiration of His Majesty, Sultan Qaboos.  

Training programme

The delegation was extensively briefed on various TQM principles and techniques that they could implement in

their schools. Well researched concept like Quality and Total Quality Management; History and Evolution;

Principles of TQM in Education; Educational Processes with measurements, Integration of processes for

excellence, Leadership, Excellence Frameworks, Quality Improvement Projects to name a few  were shared with

the delegation. In addition to in-house faculties, three school leaders – Mr. R M Krishnan, Advisor - SRF Vidyalaya,

Delegation members in a question answer session with the CII-IQ team

Delegation members listening attentively to the presentation 

by the CII-IQ team



Mrs. Anna George, Principal - AMM Matriculation School and Mr. S S Nathan, CEO - Bala Vidya Mandir from 

Chennai presented case studies on how they implemented TQM in their educational institutions as part of the

training module.  

The delegation also had series of hands-on activities and one-on-one discussions to understand the concept of

TQM on a much better platform and how the same can be effectively translated in the educational institutions back

home 

Learnings for Oman Delegation

The Oman delegation informed that some of the Quality concepts that CII-IQ showcased are being practiced by 

them. But the main hurdle faced by them relates to the proper integration and standardization of various quality

tools. Mr. Waleed said the six-day programme has literally shown paths on how these quality tools can be

implemented into their system. While Mr. Talal Abdullah Mohammed AL-Balushi, School Performance Assessor

(MOE-Oman) echoing the same sentiments was of the opinion that sustainability of Quality tools in the education

sector is a huge problem that his peers are currently bothered about. He said that it is here that they are looking for

a specific solution based on CII IQ experiences.  

Meanwhile, CII-IQ’s long standing aspiration of moving towards international consultancy finally got fructified with

the high-level Omani education delegation seeking its handholding in ushering in a paradigm shift in their pursuit

towards providing quality education to all students in this tiny oil-rich nation. This being the logical progression for

CII-IQ, it now hopes to not only fulfill the domestic segments but also the International markets to propagate the

Quality Mantra in Education.

Road Ahead

Dr Maryam said that the learning experience at the six-day CII-IQ programme was extremely enriching as the team 

was able to understanding TQM concepts much better. The team informed that the wealth of information provided

by CII-IQ will be placed before the top officials of MOE and according plan for the implementation of Quality tools

in all schools. As a concluding remark Dr Maryam said that the team will recommend to His Excellency Sultan

Quboos to either depute a larger delegation to India or request CII-IQ team to visit Oman and initiative train 

programmes for their officials.  

Delegation members with  the CII-IQ team



Dr Maryam Mohammed Bal Arab Al Nabhani: Head, Education Department (MOE): “We will review all 

documents provided by CII-IQ and discuss how we can meet our objectives and plan for effective 

implementation”. 

Mr. Waleed Talib Abdullah Al-Hashmi, Director of Quality (MOE): “Our primary objective was to understand 

various quality approaches-models and how the same can be integrated and implemented into our education 

system. CII-IQ was able to meet our objectives of the training module.”  

Mr. Talal Abdullah Mohammed AL-Balushi School Performance Assessor (MOE): “The training was very 

purposeful. We have a fair idea on how to integrate quality tools in our schools now”. 

Ms. Salma Naseeb Khalfan Alfarsi, Head, Quality Control Section (MOE): “The training has given us a fair 

idea of what the School Education Excellence Models are about and how it’s effective implementation can 

change the face of teaching-learning experience back in Oman.” 

Ms. Zakia Said Hashim Al Ghafri, core member, Directorate General for Human Resources and Staff 

Development (MOE): “The school visits were really enriching as we understood how simple things like 

appreciation cards can boost the morale of the students who will further excel in their studies.” 
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Leadership Workshop by Dr Eli Goldratt

The Confederation of Indian Industry, Retail Association of India and the Goldratt Consulting organized a three-day 

workshop “Now & into the Future” during 15-17 February 2010 at Hotel Sahara Star, Mumbai. This three-day 

workshop was conducted by Dr. Eli Goldratt, Founder and Chairman of the Goldratt Group, originator of the Theory

of Constraints ( TOC ) and the author of the best selling  book "The Goal".  

The objective of this workshop was to create a strong leadership in this moment of crisis to the manufacturing

industry which will serve as one of the most effective means to improve the quality of decision-making, formulate 

strategies to enhance performance, improve communication and stimulate new solutions thereby providing

benefits for the entire company. Several companies all over the world, and in India, have benefited by adopting Dr.

Goldratt’s concepts. 

The programme attracted more than 125 delegates who were from top management level including CEO’s.  

Another highlight of this programme is the release of Dr Eli Goldratt's book "‘Isn’t It Obvious?’ . 

Mr Bhaskar Bhatt, Managing Director, Titan Industries Ltd 

receiving the signed copy of  Dr Eli Goldratt's book "Isn't it 

Obvious?"
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Georgetown University, Washington visits CII-IQ 

Prof Stanley Nollen and Prof Cathy Tinsley of  Georgetown University, Washington alongwith a group of 30

students paid a visit to the CII-IQ on 6th February 2010 and had a day’s session of their Global MBA Programme

at the Institute.  Dr. A. Senthilkumaran, Senior Counsellor, CII IQ made a presentation to the group outlining the

activities undertaken and the services rendered by CII and CII-IQ. 

Dr. A. Senthilkumaran, Senior Counsellor, CII IQ making a presentation to the 

students of Georgetown University, Washington in the CII-IQ premises in Bangalore 
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Forthcoming Programmes 

Workshop for Calibrating External Auditing Skills

5-6 April, Mumbai  

Breakthrough Thinking in achieving zero machine breakdown through PM

6-7 April, Pune  

Workshop on Risk Management for Business Continuity

9 April, Delhi  

Strengthening MR Skills : Compliance to Excellence

14-16 April, Bangalore  

Workshop on Customer Relationship Management

15-16 April, Bangalore  

Role of Technology in Supply Chain Management

15-16 April, Bangalore  

Workshop on Packaging &Transportation

15-16 April, Bangalore  

Organisational Maturity through Self Assessment Tool Based on ISO 9004 : 2009

19-20 April, Delhi  

Workshop for Improving the machine operating conditions through Jishu Hozen

19-20 April, Chennai  

Linking Performance to Total Profit Improvement

20-21 April, Chennai  

Training Programme on Foreign Trade Policy & Procedures

21-22 April, Bangalore  

Kaizen Conference 

22-23 April, New Delhi

Trail Based Internal Auditing of the Processes for ISO/TS 16949:2009 Requirement

22-24 April, Chennai  

Creating & Sustaining a High Performance Culture, Bangalore

23-24 April, Bangalore  

Developing New Machines and Products with least cost in short time (DM)

26 April, Bangalore  

For further details please contact v.subramanian@cii.in 
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CII Institute of Quality
Programmes conducted during the months of November, 2009 – February, 2010

Programme on Building Competitiveness in Higher Education: The TQM Way

24 February, Salem (23 delegates from 16 institutions) 

25 February, Puducherry (20 delegates from 13 institutions)  

22 January, Erode, Tamilnadu (30 participants from 21 educational institutions) 

21 January, Karur Tamilnadu (17 participants from 17 educational institutions) 

Dr. A Senthil Kumaran, Senior Counsellor, CII-IQ in association with CII Coimbatore, CII Puducherry State Council

conducted this programme. The sessions included concepts like fundamental principles of TQM and its application

in education institutions, self assessment: the need, purpose & various models, developing a road ahead: structure

& strategies among the few. The delegates also had an hands-on experience on how to improve results (academic 

and non academic), utilization of Assets and Resources in a optimal way, enhance participation and create

synergy of various stakeholders (Internal & external), imbibe the ‘Process Approach’ for continual improvement,

enhance communication across the Institution, establish a common framework for excellence journey with shared

vision, mission & values. The participants got a feel of what TQM concepts means and how these can be

implement in the teaching-learning processes to bring about a Qualitative shift in their quest to pursue excellence

in Education. 

For more details please contact k.kashinath@cii.in

Workshop on Accreditation Criteria for Inspection Bodies as per ISO 17020

23 - 24 February, New Delhi

CII Institute of Quality with the help of QCI had organized a Workshop on Accreditation Criteria for Inspection

Bodies as per ISO 17020 on 23 - 24 February 2010 at New Delhi.  

CII Institute of Quality is the only organization that is filling in the training and counselling needs in the critically

important conformity assessment sector comprising certification and inspection bodies, which play an important

role in market access of Indian products in overseas markets. Their capacity building enables these bodies to meet

the stringent international accreditation criteria. 



The workshop aimed at generating understanding of the various management and the technical requirements for

Inspection Bodies enunciated in ISO 17020. Its scope includes developing the Quality policy and objectives,

developing inspection protocols, sampling procedures and documentation and requirements of NABCB

Accreditation Scheme. 

There were 14 participants from 10 companies. The course was being conducted by the Mr. Anupam Kaul, Senior

Counsellor, CII Institute of Quality & guest faculty Prof. (Retd.) Kailash Anand, Indian Statistical Institute,

Bangalore. 

For more details please contact tarun.bhatia@cii.in

Workshop on Good Laboratory Practices 

2-3 February, Ahmedabad

Dr Geetha Rajashekar, Consultant conducted this programme which was attended by 23 delegates from 11

organizations. 

The purpose of these Principles of Good Laboratory Practice is to promote the development of quality test data.

Comparable quality of test data forms the basis for the mutual acceptance of data among countries. If individual

countries can confidently rely on test data developed in other countries, duplicative testing can be avoided, thereby

saving time and resources. The application of these Principles should help to avoid the creation of technical

barriers to trade, and further improve the protection of human health and the environment. 

For more details please contact mamta.ri@cii.in

Workshop on War on waste

10-11 February, Chennai 

Mr K R Shivakumar, Senior Counsellor, CII-IQ conducted this programme attended by 23 delegates from 12

organization. 

The brief learnings from the programme included: 

“Learn to see ”  how to eliminate MUDA (waste) in the plant and in the value chain  

“Learn to see”  and acquire ability to apply the concept of Value Stream Mapping  

Gain an understanding on use and application of tools and techniques required for initiating a waste

elimination programme in the organization  

Gain an understanding on how to establish an effective waste elimination programme in the supply chain  

For more details please contact mamta.ri@cii.in

Uncertainty of Measurement in Testing & Calibration

17-18 February, Bangalore



Mr Vivek Ghodke, Consultant and Dr R N Choudhury, Principal Counsellor conducted this programme which was

attended by 44 delegates from 28 organizations. 

The brief learnings from the programme: 

Reliability of measurements and test/calibration results has assumed great significance with the growing

recognition that they can critically affect decisions in procurements, certification, regulation, healthcare, etc. This

has lead to lot of confidence being placed on the accreditation systems through which they are assessed and

used. One of the most important technical criteria prescribed in ISO 17025 is the evaluation of uncertainty of

measurements both for testing and calibration results and to record these in the test reports. Accurate

determination of uncertainty is dependent on various factors: identification of all the significant sources of

uncertainty for a given measurement/analysis, recognizing whether these are random or systematic (Type A / Type

B), their probability distribution, accurate estimation of their individual contributions as uncertainty component, the

manner in which uncertainties are combined, etc. 

For more details please contact mamta.ri@cii.in

Lead Auditor Course for ISO 22000

8 – 12 February, New Delhi 

Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in association with BSI Management Systems organized a 5-day Lead

Auditor Training for Food Safety Management System: ISO 22000: 2005 *IRCA Certified Course (A17416).  

The topic of food safety is receiving increasing attention from consumers, regulators and the media. The

management systems of organizations, producing or dealing with food production, distribution or supply, need to

be maintained and audited to provide confidence of effective control. However, there are significant challenges to

management from a legal point of view that sometimes require issues of food safety to be dealt with in specific

terms. The Lead Auditor Course for Food Safety Management Systems: ISO 22000: 2005, therefore, had been

developed to provide concentrated and comprehensive training in the criteria and practice of auditing, applicable to

food safety and food quality.  

The faculty for the programme was from BSI. There were 8 participants from 8 organisations. 

For more details please contact anju.bist@cii.in

Workshop on Cleaning, Sanitation & Pest Management for Food Safety and Quality

23 – 24 February, New Delhi

Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in association with Pest Control India Ltd & JohnDiversey organized the two 

day Workshop on “Cleaning & Sanitation and Integrated Pest Management in Food Chain for Food Safety & 

Quality” for the benefit of all stakeholders in Food Chain – Farmers, Warehousing and Transport Agencies, Food 

Processing Industry, Food Service Industry, Hotels and Restaurants, Food Distribution and Food Retail Chains. 



The participation for the programme was from Food Processing companies like LT Foods, Hotel Intercontinental

Eros, Ram’s Assorted Cold Storage, Heinz India and Perfetti Van Melle India Ltd, Pernod Ricard, Pest Control

India Ltd and Tata Tea. There are 14 participants in the programme from    8 organisations. 

For more details please contact anju.bist@cii.in

Eliminating Losses through Makigami Analysis (Process Flow) 

19 February, Chennai

Mr P M Janagiraman, Counsellor TPM Club India conducted this programme attended by 33 participants from 17

organisations. The topics covered in this programme included Understanding the existing process, Identifying  as

many sub processes as possible within the process, Look for scope of improvement in each of the sub process,

Identifying  and taking action on the losses to develop a highly efficient process. 

For more details please contact jayashree.das@cii.in

Seminar on Bottom Line Improvement through Focused Improvement Concept

4-5 February, Yashada, Pune

Mr S Srinivasan, Consultant, TPM Club India conducted this programme which was attended by 31 participants

from 13 organisations. The topics covered included        Defining and understanding what is a loss, Understanding

the 16 losses of TPM, Structured approach for eliminating/minimizing these losses, Methodology for calculating

Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) and Loss tree. 

For more details please contact jayashree.das@cii.in

Upgrade Programme on EFQM Model

26 February, Bangalore

Mr C V Subrahmanyam, Principal Counsellor, CII-IQ conducted this programme through a Webinar (with the

convenience of attending the programme from ones desktop) which was attended by 30 delegates from 13

organisations.  

The learnings disseminated through this innovative way of knowledge dissemination included updates to the 2010

EFQM Model. 

For more details please contact anitha.manu@cii.in



TPM Deployment Seminar

29 January, Bangalore

15 participants from 5 organisations attended this programme conducted by Mr S Narasimhan, Counsellor TPM 

Club India. Deployment basically means implementing activities in small and well-synchronized steps. These steps 

are designed to steadily graduate people and activities from one level of achievement to the next, while gradually 

modifying traditional ways into TPM ways. 

For more details please contact jayashree.das@cii.in

Focused Improvement through Loss – Cost Analysis   

28 January, Gurgaon

Mr Abdul Wadood, Senior Counsellor, TPM Club India conducted this programme which was attended by 26

participants from 11 organisations. This programme focussed on Manufacturing related functions & processes to

eliminate losses to make business profits. Knowledge for identifying these losses and relating them in terms of

money value to eliminate the same at work place becomes very critical for organization to be profitable. 

For more details please contact jayashree.das@cii.in

Quality Maintenance Seminar: 10 Steps Methodology

22 January, Chennai

                         

Mr S Srinivasan, Consultant, TPM Club India conducted this programme which was attended by 16 participants

from 9 organisations. The topics covered included Achieving zero customer complaint, Reducing in process

rejection, Orienting all employees towards follow-up of Quality Assurance Standard, Focus on operator Assurance

Quality and Reducing cost of quality. 

For more details please contact jayashree.das@cii.in

Mr TNC Rajagopalan conducted this programme which was attended by 26 participants from 14 companies.  

The objective of the programme was  

To appraise the participants about the documentation requirements at various stages of various agencies

like licensing authorities, banks, customs and excise.

To aid the corporate managers review and improve their documentation systems

To help the corporate executives prepare zero-defect documents.  

For more details please contact aman.barla@cii.in

Measuring HR Effectiveness-Building Robust HR Scorecard

28-29 January, CII-IQ Bangalore

Mr. C. Mahalingam, Consultant was the faculty of this programme which was attended by 18 delegates from 12

organizations. 

The brief learnings from the programme included 

Changing Business Landscape & Understanding the Role of HR  

Delivering Results – Drafting an HR Agenda  

Measuring HR for its Value Creation – Measuring what matters  



Designing an HR Scorecard that aligns with the Strategy Map  

Beyond Metrics : Measuring the Intangibles  

Enhancing HR value with measurement and management  

For more details please contact surabhi.shukla@cii.in

Programme on Customs Laws and Procedures

22 – 23 December, Bangalore

Mr TNC Rajagopalan conducted this programme which was attended by 16 delegates from 13 different

organizations. The objective of the programme was to appraise the participants about the statutory provisions,

departmental circulars and relevant case laws on Customs matters relating to imports and exports and arm the

participants with necessary knowledge to deal with the customs authorities confidently so that they can reduce the

transaction costs significantly.

For more details please contact raj.kuldeep@cii.in

Workshop on Assessment for Business Excellence 

21-24 December, Bangalore

Mr Sanjib K Dutta, Principal Counsellor, CII Institute of Quality conducted this programme which was attended by 

23 delegates from 10 organisations to enable the participants acquire the assessment skills for measuring the

effectiveness of various management initiatives taken by an organisation towards achieving Business Excellence. 

For more details please contact anitha.manu@cii.in

Workshop on Project Cost Management

3-4 December, Chennai

Mr. M Hariharan conducted this programme which was attended by 27 delegates from 18 organisations. 

The objective of the programme was:  

To understand the importance of project cost management  

To understand and use of techniques for Cost Estimation, Cost Budgeting & Cost Control.  

For more details please contact raj.kuldeep@cii.in



Workshop on War on Waste

11-12 December, Bangalore

 Mr. C V Subrahmanyam, Principal Counsellor, CII-IQ conducted this programme which was attended by 24

delegates from 16 organisations. 

The objective of the programme included:  

“Learn to see ” how to eliminate MUDA (waste) in the plant and in the value chain.  

“Learn to see”  and acquire ability to apply the concept of Value Stream Mapping  

Gain an understanding on use and application of tools and techniques required for initiating a waste

elimination programme in the organization.  

Gain an understanding on how to establish an effective waste elimination programme in the supply chain.  

For more details please contact raj.kuldeep@cii.in

AOTS Production Management (Japanese Concept)

21-22 December, Chennai

Mr. Genji Tanaka (Senior Consultant, Dolphin Training & Consulting) conducted this programme which was

attended by 45 participants from 27 organisations. 

Participants were taught to understand the production management developed by Japanese companies and how

to implement production management activities in their actual production site. In addition, they learnt how to make

the improvement plan of production process under their charge. By using audio visual aids and practical exercise,

the participants learnt lucidly the Japanese production management methods such as TQM and Toyota production

system.

For more details please contact mamta.ri@cii.in

Facilitators Course  on TQM in Education for Schools 

30th November- 5th December, Bangalore 

Dr. A Senthil Kumaran, Senior Counsellor and Mrs. S. Sayeelakshmi, Counsellor, CII-IQ conducted this

programme which was attended 11 delegates. 



The six-day Facilitators programme for School Excellence was held in Bangalore for top personnel from Corporate

houses, Principals and Heads of Schools, from both private and government aided institutions. The participants

who came all the way from Madurai, Chennai, Hyderabad and Vishakapatanam were exhaustively taken through

various TQM tools that they could implement back in their schools. The senior educators expressed happiness

over the exhaustive course material and the various brainstorming activities that followed in the session over the

six-day period.  

Some of the topics that were briefed to the participants included Quality & Total Quality Management, History &

Evolution, Principles of TQM in Education, TQM Leadership - Excellence Frameworks, Planning for Education 

Excellence, Educational Processes –Creating learning schools, Cleaner & safer Campus, Quality Tool Kit & Other

Management tools, Quality Improvement Projects, Role of QM facilitators in a School and Getting Started. The

sessions laid special emphasis on school education and stressed more on the day–to-day challenges faced in 

managing the institutions. 

For more details please contact k.kashinath@cii.in

Workshop on Internal Quality Audits based on ISO 9001:2008

19 - 20 November, New Delhi

CII Institute of Quality had organized a Workshop on Internal Quality Audits based on ISO 9001:2008 on 19 – 20 

November, 2009 at India Habitat Centre, New Delhi.  



The program aimed at providing the overview on ISO 9000, the requirements of ISO 9001:2008. With the process

based approach, faculty explained to the participants how there has been a shift of focus from Auditing for

Compliance to Auditing for Effectiveness and how auditors can do the management of Audit programme as per the

guidelines of ISO 19011. 

There were 17 participants from 7 companies. The course was conducted by the faculty Mr Anupam Kaul, Senior

Counsellor and Mr C. V. Rao, Consultant, CII Institute of Quality.  

For more details please contact tarun.bhatia@cii.in

Developing and Auditing HACCP & ISO 22000

17 - 19 November 2009: India Habitat Centre, New Delhi 

A three day Workshop aimed at providing company personnel and food safety professionals with the skills and

knowledge necessary to develop, update HACCP Plans and to conduct Internal Audits of HACCP based Food

Safety Management System of the organization in line with the requirements of ISO 22000:2005. 

The participants gained and understanding of developing HACCP Plans and systems in line with ISO 22000 so

that they receive an insight on what needs to be audited, various clauses of ISO 22000 and how to interpret them

practically with relevance to organizations’ requirements. Using Audits as a Management tool for diagnosing value

adding non compliances and identifying opportunities for improvements which impact process efficiencies and also

using it as a building block for continuous improvement based on assessment of effectiveness with respect to safe

food. 



There were 15 participants from 7 organisations. The programme was conducted by Dr Indrani Ghose, Principal

Counsellor and Mr K Debnath, Counsellor, CII Institute of Quality. 

For more details please contact anju.bist@cii.in

Education Excellence Programme for Sri Prakash Vidyaniketan School

21-23 November, Viskahapatnam 

28 delegates forming the top leadership of this Institution attended this programme conducted by Dr. A Senthil

Kumaran, Senior Counsellor and Mr. R Subramanian, Counsellor, CII Institute of Quality.  

On a special request from the Sri Prakash Vidyaniketan School authorities, CII-IQ proposed to conduct the 

Education Excellence Programme for the top leadership of the institution. The programme is designed in three

phases of which the first was held on 21st November 2009. The remaining two phases are scheduled to be held in

the early part of 2010. The programme is aimed at completely re-strategizing the outlook of the school. The holistic 

design of the course helps a school to look at imparting education in a different line of philosophy and apply the set

parameters to re-model the school to the changing business environment. 

The course is on the same lines of School Facilitators programme which is an intensive and exhaustive training on

the concepts of TQM for senior management personnel and faculty members of the institutions. In the first phase

(21-23 Nov 2009) 28 delegates of the Sri Prakash Vidyaniketan School participated. Some of the topics covered

included Principles of TQM in Education, TQM Leadership, Excellence Frameworks, Planning for Education

Excellence, Educational Processes, Creating learning schools, Cleaner & safer Campus, Quality Tool Kit & Other

Management tools and  Quality Improvement Projects were a few of the many Quality concepts that were

introduced to the participants. 

For more details please contact k.kashinath@cii.in

Two Days Training Programme on Good Laboratory Practices for QA professionals

23-24 November, Hyderabad

25 delegates from 18 organisations attended this programme which was conducted by Dr. Geetha Rajashekhar. 

The objective of the workshop was: 

To create awareness on the roles and responsibilities of the QA in nonclinical studies conducted in

compliance with the OECD Principles of Good Laboratory  Practices (GLP)  

To understand the scope and basic rules which govern the functioning of the QA in compliance with  

GLP          

To create an understanding of the monitoring of GLP facilities and studies  

For more details please contact raj.kuldeep@cii.in
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